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Letter 857
One Way Food & Drug
2020-05-12
Dear Yeshua,
Tuesday, 12 May 2020, 10AM.
On Friday, 10 April 2020, at 10:29AM, I sent an email to certain Family Members. Not long afterward, it
became apparent to me that the event I described in the email was both Prophetic and Evidentiary,
worthy of its own Letter. This is that Letter. Any text added inside the email for clariMication purposes is
in (parens and italics), and deletions are indicated with three dots (i.e. …). Below is the complete text of
the email:
BEGIN EMAIL:
Dear Family Members, Greetings.
This morning I left our house in North Bend to drive up to some undeveloped property which my wife and
I own. This is located in what is still a rural area above (…), in between (…) and (…).
As I was preparing to leave the house, I had determined to stop at a store after going to the property in
order to pick up a few grocery items.
On my way, the Lord Holy Spirit speciMied that He wanted me to go to the North Bend Safeway for the
supplies.
After I was through visiting our land (which included some target shooting with my pellet gun), I was
driving back and began to think about my upcoming stop at the store. The Lord reminded me again that
He wanted me to go the North Bend Safeway, which I did.
Now, I have been going shopping at that Safeway store almost daily since COVID. This is because the
Starbucks inside is only 1 of 2 which are open in the Valley, the other one being inside QFC.
So I have been able to visually keep track of the changes to the store as they respond to COVID.
Yesterday Safeway closed one of the two entrances, to better track the number of people who enter. Today
I saw that they had put more sicker-signs on the Mloor. These new signs had a directional arrow, and the
words “ONE WAY” in large, bold letters on them, pointing shoppers into what have become one-way
grocery aisles.
But the perimeter aisles are still two-way “streets". As I was walking on the rear perimeter aisle, I was
looking at all the new ONE WAY signs on the Mloor, and as I drew near to a drug aisle, two things happened
almost simultaneously. First, the thought Mlashed through my mind that these signs should not go to
waste, and second, I saw a lady standing next to one of the sticker Mloor-signs. I stopped and said to the
lady:
“DO YOU KNOW WHAT THESE SIGNS MEAN?”
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The lady replied with “what signs?”
“THESE SIGNS”…
… I said, while pointing to the one on the Mloor next to her feet.
“ONE WAY” …,
… I continued.
“IT MEANS THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY TO THE FATHER,
AND THAT IS THROUGH JESUS CHRIST”.
I stopped for a moment and waited for a response.
The Lady replied (responded by), asking me if I believed in Jesus. I pointed skywards, and then she said
she believed in Jesus also.
While she was still talking, I began to continue on my journey to Mind what I was looking for.
But this was why the Lord was so speciMic on what store I was to go to, and for these reasons:
1. The purpose of the COVID-related Mloor sign has now been “re-purposed” to Testify of He Who is the
ONE WAY to Heaven, Jesus.
2. There was agreement between the Lady and me, as to Who the ONE WAY signs are now referring to,
marking a Kingdom Come Event in spirit-space at that Safeway Store. Jesus is now in full control of
Safeway(*).
3. Later the Lord told me that my encounter with our Sister will help to increase her boldness to witness
for Jesus.
All I was looking for was some eggs and potatoes. What Father God Yahweh is looking for is His Son Jesus.
And, with help from the Holy Spirit, He got what He was seeking.
Amen.
—(…)
END EMAIL.
The place inside of the North Bend Safeway where I met the Lady and exchanged Prophetic Words with
her was at the Pharmacy Section of the Grocery Store, thereby indicating that Jesus is both our Food and
our Medicine. The next day I took a picture of one of the One Way Mloor signs as evidence - click here to
see photo.
*Some time later, after already sending the above email describing what took place, I had occasion to see
Governor Inslee in a press conference having to do with COVID-19. He stated that he wanted to re-open
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the State of Washington in a “safe way”. As soon as I heard those words, I knew that Jesus was
prophesying through the Governor, indicating that He is in control of the Governor’s OfMice, and saying
that He will re-open the State of Washington in a Safe Way.
Amen.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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